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Use of one dimensional Da camera to measure edge electron density
gradients
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Walsh Scientific Ltd., Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EB, United Kingdom

~Presented on 10 July 2002!

One of the clearest signatures of the transitions fromL- to H-mode plasmas is the steepening of the
edge density gradient. A concomitant narrowing of the visible radiation, usually dominated by
BalmerDa emission, is generally observed. Typically, theDa emissivity width is 4–6 cm for the
L-mode, similar for ELMs, and 1–3 cm forH-mode MAST plasmas, comparable with typical edge
ne scale lengths. A means of extracting electron densities from this narrowing of the radialDa

emissivity profile was pioneered on the START device and developed further on MAST. It takes
advantage of the near insensitivity to electron temperature of both the ionization and emission rates
of hydrogen at temperatures well in excess of the ionization potential~13.6 eV!. TheDa emissivity
profile is obtained from spatial inversion of line-of-sight integrated intensities recorded by a linear
camera (Dt5125ms, 256 pixels!. The 300 point Thomson scattering diagnostic has been used as a
yardstick in comparing experimental data from a wide range of edge density gradients and a range
of edge temperatures in checking the models validity and assumptions. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1537041#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years fusion research has enjoyed
citing advances in tokamak plasma physics. This progr
places extra demands for accurate measurements of the r
profiles at the plasma edge. Edge electron density is a
factor in understanding many edge dominated phenom
such asH-mode access and dynamics, fueling efficiency, a
neutral particle beam injection~NBI! edge losses. Because
the crucial importance of such measurements, a state-of
art Thomson scattering~TS! diagnostic system1 has been
implemented on the MAST tokamak. This provides a sin
time point measurement of electron temperature and den
in 300 radial locations delivering high spatial resolution
the plasma edge. However, in MAST, like other mediu
tokamaks, high power lasers with limited pulse repetiti
rate are required in order to provide sufficient photon sta
tics in wide range of electron densities. Also, the increas
physics demands in tokamaks emphasis the importanc
almost uninterrupted monitoring of the edge density profi
One approach is to employ high repetition rate lasers w
multipoint scattering access, which we are pursuing
MAST,1 but here we take a complementary approach. T
advantages of the simple atomic physics of hydrogen ion
tion and excitation are exploited to provide a simple, robu
and inexpensive method for extracting the edge electron d
sity gradients. We use the TS measurements to check

a!Electronic mail: mikhail.tournianski@ukaea.org.uk
2080034-6748/2003/74(3)/2089/5/$20.00
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validity of assumptions and models used. The method
based on the atomic physics interpretation of the radialDa

emissivity, reconstructed from the linear charge coupled
vice ~CCD! camera data which monitors the plasma ed
emission with high time resolution. This diagnostic has
ready been successfully used on START and MAST to m
sure the position of the plasma edge and obtain the neu
density profile when thene andTe profiles are available by
Thomson scattering.

The application of the proposed technique is natura
limited by the position of theDa emission source function
which normally is a few centimeters wide and located clo
to the edge of the plasma. Some simplification for the ed
ne profile is required in order to construct a simple and
bust model for the radialDa emissivity. Nevertheless, th
radial width of theDa emissivity full width at half maximum
~FWHM! is comparable with typical edgene scale lengths in
both START and MAST and can be extracted with very hi
time resolution, in real time if necessary, providing inform
tion about the plasma edge density behavior throughout
discharge.

II. INSTRUMENTATION AND INVERSION TECHNIQUE

The pioneering START device, and its scaled-up vers
MAST with plasma cross section comparable to ASDEX
and DIII–D, have a wide operational density space, w
typical central densities between 1019 and 1020 m23, are a
testing ground for the proposed technique. Both tokam
have a distinctive design feature, where the outboard pla
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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edge and tokamak vessel are separated by a significant
tance, providing access for multichord optical diagnos
viewing beyond the plasma edge.

To record the radialDa emissivity an absolutely cali
bratedDa linear CCD camera~256 elements! has been in-
stalled. The camera images the entire midplane of
START machine and the outboard plasma range on MA
(1.07 m,R,1.53 m) with;10 and;2 mm spatial resolu-
tion, respectively. The time resolution,Dt, is mainly limited
by the CCD readout speed and allowsDt>125ms. The
camera views the plasma in the equatorial plane and is s
trally filtered for emission within theDa wavelength range
by placing an interference filter in front of the lens of th
CCD array. In order to suppress wall reflections, the walls
both START and MAST were blackened using colloid
graphite.

Typical profiles of the line-of-sight integrated intensiti
obtained from theDa linear camera are shown in Fig. 1 fo
L- andH-mode plasmas in MAST~No. 4168,t5160 ms and
t5162 ms). Inverting the line-of-sight integrated intensiti
allows the localDa emissivity distribution to be determined
in principle. Assuming toroidal symmetry and calculating t
contributions from radial annuli to each of the viewin
chords produces a set of linear equations. The algorithm
tomatically incorporates the radial smearing from the op
including the finite CCD element size. A number of matr
inversion algorithms are used to produce the solution ma
We generally use ‘‘singular value decomposition’’ to avo
numerical roundoff problems but a simple Abel inversi
gives almost identical results due to the narrow pencil be
optics for each camera pixel detector.

The corresponding invertedDa emissivity profiles are
shown at the bottom of Fig. 1, and seen to narrow to;2 cm
FWHM in 2 ms during theL to H transition, consistent with
an increased ionization rate from a steepening of the e
electron density gradient. This narrowing is also clearly v
ible on the raw, prior unfolding, data from the linear CC
camera, shown at the top of Fig. 1, illustrating significa
changes in radial profiles of line-of-sight integrated inten
ties during the MASTL- to H-mode transition.

FIG. 1. Line-integratedDa intensity~top! (Dt51 ms) and radially unfolded
Da emissivity profiles~bottom! during L andH phases of a MAST plasma
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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The Te andne radial distributions are obtained from th
300 point Thomson scattering system with an average sp
resolution ofDr'5 mm.1 An estimate of the neutral influx
velocity is derived fromDa Doppler spectroscopy measur
ments of edge neutrals giving an effectiveT0;1 – 2 eV,2

typical of the edge neutrals for other tokamaks.

III. METHOD

The Balmer-a spectral line is generally the dominan
source of visible emission at the tokamak plasma edge.
main feature of a typical Balmer-a spectrum is the cold
~;1–2 eV! emission line from the neutralH and D atoms
from the plasma edge atlH5656.28 nm and lD

5656.11 nm. The strong correlation between the narrow
of the radialDa emissivity profiles and steepening of th
electron pressure are well known and have been observe
many major tokamaks. Two MAST discharges with edgene

gradients;231021 and 331020 m24 are compared in Fig. 2
together with multipoint TS1 measurements ofne(r ), and
normalized radial profiles of unfoldedDa emissivity. There
is a clear narrowing of theDa emissivity accompanying the
rise in the edgene gradient.

The radialDa emissivity profile~i.e., Da source func-
tion! can be presented as the product of the neutral and e
tron densities and the effective rate coefficient^sv&ex for
populating then53 principal quantum level

Da5nen0^sv&ex. ~1!

The observed changes inDa emissivity profile are primarily
due to the increased electron density gradients at the e
and much less sensitively dependent on changes in theTe(r )
profile. Typically, theTe ranges between 40 and 200 eV f
most of theDa emissivity in START and MAST plasmas
where ion and impurity impact ionization is negligible, an
well in excess of the hydrogen ionization potential~13.6 eV!
making the rate coefficients almost temperature independ
Both the effective ionization rate,^sv& ion , responsible forn0

attenuation in the plasma edge and the excitation r

FIG. 2. Normalized radially unfoldedDa emissivity profiles for two MAST
discharges with contrasting edgene gradients. TheTe profiles are also pre-
sented and show less change.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2091Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 3, March 2003 Plasma diagnostics
^sv&ex, for populating then53 principal quantum level,
vary by only;15% in the typical radial scale length ofDa

emissivity.3 For example, at typical edge densities arou
;1019 m23 the effective rate will only rise from;2.1
310215 to ;2.5310215 m3 s21 for excitation and from
;2.5310214 to ;3.1310214 m3 s21 for electron impact
ionization in the temperature range between 40 and 200

Taking advantage of these atomic physics effects,
edge Da emissivity profile can be readily estimated fro
densities alone. For the sake of simplicity and as a preli
nary estimate we have developed a simple 1D analyt
model illustrating the behavior of the FWHM of the radi
Da emissivity profile,Da , as a function of the plasma edg
parameters.

We neglect charge–exchange recombination and ass
that neutrals at the plasma edge can be lost only due to
lisions with electrons. The neutral density can then be
rived from the particle continuity

]n0

]t
1“G052S, ~2!

whereG0 is the neutral flux andS represents neutral losse
due to ionization. The diffusive term in particle flux,G0 is
estimated to be substantially smaller than the convec
term and can be neglected, i.e.,G05V0n0 , whereV0 is the
neutral influx velocity. Therefore, the edge neutral dens
can be derived by solving the differential equation for stea
state conditions:

V0•“n01nen0^sv& ion50, ~3!

whereV0 is the neutral influx velocity. The edgene density
profile is represented by a simple linear approximation,ne

5dne /dr•r . In a 1D approximation the solutionn0 to Eq.
~3! takes a Gaussian form and is given by

n05n0~0!expS 2
^sv& ion

2V0

dne

dr
r 2D , ~4!

where r is the distance from the plasma edge andn0(0) is
the edge neutral density.

In this assumption the radialDa emissivity profile can
be approximated by

Da5
dne

dr
•r •n0~0!expS 2

^sv& ion

2V0

dne

dr
r 2D ^sv&ex. ~5!

Taking ^sv& ion and^sv&ex to be constant in theDa emissiv-
ity range, i.e., neglecting the very weak temperature dep
dence, the position of the maximum of the radialDa emis-
sivity, r a , can be found by differentiating Eq.~5!:

r a5A V0

^sv& ion•dne /dr
. ~6!

Using Eq.~6! and expressing theDa emissivity at a position
half maximum,r D , Eq. ~5! can be rewritten as

j expS 2
j2

2 D5
1

2
exp

1

2
, ~7!

wherej is a dimensionless variable given by
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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V0

dne

dr
•r D . ~8!

There are two unique solutions of Eq.~7! corresponding to
the left- and right-hand side ofDa emissivity at the positions
of half maximum. Therefore, the FWHM ofDa emissivity,
Da , can be approximated by

Da'1.6•A V0

^sv& iondne /dr
, ~9!

thus,

dne

dr
'

V0

^sv& ion
S 1.6

Da
D 2

. ~10!

This simple analytical approach allows us to relate
edgene with the Da emissivity width, prior to employing
more sophisticated atomic and transport modeling. A sim
linear relationships between edgene gradient gradient,
dne /dr, and associated emissivity widths 1/Da

2 and neutral
influx velocity, V0 , has been found@see Eq.~10!#, and thus
suitable for rapid data analysis and online plasma posi
control.

The analytical approximations ofDa are compared with
the computer simulations of the radialDa emissivity based
on the ADAS database.3 A 1D Monte Carlo neutral particle
transport code2 has been used to model the edge neutral d
sity profile and to test theTe sensitivity for typical MAST
and START plasma edge conditions (Te;40– 200 eV). The
calculations were performed for two neutral influx energ
E0 /A55 and 0.5 eV/AMU and with random variation of th
edgeTe profile. The resulting computer simulations for 1/Da

2

are shown in Fig. 3. The modeling results agree with anal
cal estimates~solid lines in Fig. 3! and show an almost linea
dependence ofdne /dr on 1/Da

2 and neutral influx velocity
@see Eq.~10!#. The simulated data for the conditions he
give dne /dr5b/Da

2
•AE0 /A, where b;6.5

31017 m22 eV21/2, E0 is the neutral particle influx energy
andA is the atomic mass.

FIG. 3. Computer modeling of 1/Da
2 vs dne /dr assuming a linear approxi-

mation for the edge electron density profile and two different neutral part
influx energies. Solid lines represent the analytic approximation fordne /dr.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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A test set of the edgene measurements in MAST deute
rium discharges has been combined using the 300 poin
diagnostic1 omitting fast events such as ELMs. For estim
ing the edgene gradients from TS data a modified tan
function4 least-square fit has been used. Examples of th
fits for ne(r ) measurements are plotted as solid lines in F
2. All measurements are taken at the TS time and at theDa

peak position which is normally coincident with the locatio
of the maximumne gradient in the tanh fit for a typica
MAST discharge. The examined data set ofdne /dr mea-
surements has a dynamic range of;15, ranging from;1.3
31020 to ;231021 m24.

Finally, thedne /dr from the TS are compared with th
results from the linearDa camera. Good agreement betwe
the two diagnostics has been found and is shown in Fig
The method used and the physics assumptions employe
also strongly supported by the observed linear dependenc
dne /dr on 1/Da

2.
For the data in Fig. 4, the velocity of influx neutrals,V0 ,

is used as a free parameter in achieving the best linea
betweendne /dr from the linearDa camera and that from
the TS, giving an influx energy ofE0;0.55 eV/AMU, in
good agreement with experimental observations from D
pler Da measurements (T0;1 eV)2 ~this technique can be
applied to extract the neutral influx velocity when the ed
ne gradient is known by other means!.

In addition to this, the examined data set ofdne /dr and
TS measurements provides an initial estimate of typical
rors of the method~see Fig. 4!. There are many possibl
sources for errors in extractingne gradients from linear CCD
array measurements. The presence of the inversion algor
introduces additional sources of uncertainties and makes
countability of errors more complicated. First of all there a
random errors on spectra, due to both photon and dete
noise. Inaccurate calibration of the sensitivities and unc
tainties in the collection volumes of the lines of sight c
also cause inversion errors. Other emission lines can als
present in the spectra but have a negligible effect due to
relatively high brightness of the Balmer-a transition line.

FIG. 4. Experimentally obtaineddne /dr from Da emissivity and TS mea-
surements for a number of MAST deuterium discharges.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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Some of these errors can be characterized by the use
‘‘Monte Carlo’’ technique. For example, errors due to noi
have been estimated by generating ideal~i.e., noiseless! line
integrated intensities using the atomic physics model
based on the ADAS database and TS data. Then synth
~i.e., noisy! radial profiles of the line integrated intensitie
have been generated, using Poisson deviates to mode
photon noise and normal deviates for the detector read
noise. The synthetic profiles are then inverted resulting
;5% errors for extractingDa resulting in an;10% uncer-
tainty in thene gradient. Finally, there are systematic erro
associated with a number of physics assumptions, accu
in effective rate calculations, etc. Most types of systema
errors are difficult to assess. Sensitivity studies have b
performed on both real and simulated data in order to ev
ate the impact of some of these uncertainties. The res
have indicated that the effect of systematic uncertainties i
the same order as the errors due to statistical noise.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To illustrate the merits of this diagnostic and to demo
strate the applicability of, the described technique for m
chines of different scale we show results from both STA
and MAST devices.

The advantages of the fast time response in investiga
H-mode dynamics were first demonstrated in the START
kamak. The radialDa emissivity profiles during the inter
ELM period are shown in Fig. 5. TheDa width, Da , gradu-
ally reaches a minimum of;2.4 cm (t540.5 ms), Fig. 5~a!,
but broadens again starting att541 ms when there was a
ELM @Fig. 5~b!#. The interpretation of theDa narrowing is
presented in Fig. 6 showing a doubling in thene gradient
from ;631020 to ;1.231021 m24 during the inter-ELM
period~;2.75 ms!. The line integratedDa time trace and the
poloidal velocity,vu , measurements ofC21 ~464.7 nm! ions
obtained at much the same location are also shown for
erence.

On MAST, a frequency scanning electron Bernste
wave~EBW! radiometer5 is used to observe EBW emission

FIG. 5. Evolution ofDa emissivity profiles in START. During the inter-
ELM period the full width at half maximum narrows from;3.5 cm at 38.3
ms ~just before the start of inter-ELM period!, gradually reaching a mini-
mum of ;2.4 cm at 40.9 ms~a! but broadening again att541 ms when
there was an ELM~b!.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Strong overdense plasma emission was observed du
H-mode operations in MAST, indicating a rise in the ed
density gradient. A time history of EBW radiation pow
observed during inter-ELM periods together with changes
dne /dr and the line integratedDa trace is shown in Fig. 7. A
strong correlation between the EBW emission anddne /dr is
observed~Pearson correlation coefficient;0.76! showing a
buildup of the density gradient during theH-mode phase of
the discharge with a subsequent decrease indne /dr when
the plasma returns toL mode. The time enhanced inset
Fig. 7 shows an example of an increase indne /dr during
inter-ELM periods with a subsequent reduction indne /dr
from ;1.531021 to ;531020 m24 when there is an ELM.

The versatility of the proposed diagnostic technique
tends beyond extractingdne /dr. For example, the energy o
influx neutrals may be obtained with high accuracy~see Fig.
4!, given the knowledge of the edge electron density. T
can be an important factor in improving understanding of
feed sources of neutrals and other aspects ofH-mode dynam-
ics. Also, we plan to exploit a simple relationship betwe
the Da emissivity position and the location of the plasm
boundary to control the plasma position and shape using
time analysis in the feedback system in MAST. This innov
tive approach may be extremely beneficial to resolve so
problems associated with pickup coils being remote from
plasma edge. The use of spectroscopic/optical informa
for position of the plasma boundary may also help to av

FIG. 6. Comparisons, during H-mode evolution in START, between
poloidal velocity,vu from C21, and the estimated density gradient,dne /dr,
at theDa emissivity range position.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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the long integration time from the edge pickup coils in qu
sicontinuous plasmas, such as ITER.
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